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1993

ew party hopes for late surge
CHRIS SEPER
·ng editor
Independent off-campus candiille George Zuponek was preparina fliers to hand out Wednesday.
On-campus independent Mike
Bier was gearing up for some big
lells before unleashing his campmgn agenda.
And four former independents
have put together a second party
Ibey hope will give them a late
auge for the April 21 Student
Government elections.
At-large candidates Ebony
Sherman, Lisa Garrison and
Jamie Nimtz and Executive Vice
Presidential candidate Shirly Von
Botel have fonned the Awareness
Party. The group joins the 23member Integrity Party as the second pany in the race which, along
with a candidate dropping from

Panelists to question candidates
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Students will have the opponunity to meet and
hear from the candidates for the April 21 Student
Goverment election, during a candidate forum
Thursday.
A candidate forum will be held from 6 to 8 p.m.
on the south side of Lumpkin Hall. In case of rain,
the alternative time and site of the forum will be
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall Auditorium.

the race, pares the number of
independent candidates down to
four.
Garrison said the Awareness
Party offers students a fresh perspective to many issues.
"One of our disadvantages is

All candidates for the April 2 1 election have
been invited to participate in the forum, said Jody
Stone, senate elections chairman.
"It will consist of a panel of three or four (noncandidates) who can ask one question of each candidate," Stone said. "Each candidate will be given
a time limit to respond to questions. We want to
try to limit the speeches to have more time for
questions."
Panelists for the forum are Michelle Steger

• Continued on page 2

that we got a late start in the election," she said. "What our party
can bring to (the senate) is a different view that is not spoken as
often."
Garrison said her party would
bring fresh perspectives to issues

like the Textbook Rental Service
and the closing of campus food
services. Garrison said the decision to close the Gregg Triad
Food Service, Eastern 's most
handicapped-accesible dining
hall, would be an issue Awareness

Party members examine closely.
"We want people to know we
stand for the voice of the students," said Garrison, who is also
president of t he Multicultural
Student Union. "We're not running independent. we're running
'Awareness.'
"We want to create a minority
view not heard as often."
Von Bokel said, "I think it's
going to be a rough battle, especially since I'm against the
Integrity Party."
The Awareness Party lost a
member after Debra White, a candidate in the on-campus race,
decided to wait until next year to
run.
White said she wanted to take
another semester to learn more
about the senate.
The independent candidates

" Continued on page 2

Liquor discussion
fuels mayoral forum
Ir ROBERT SANCHEZ
Qyecitor

Charleston mayoral candidate

ltoscoe "Dan" Cougill stressed to

• City commissioner can-

didates discuss rental
cleanups. See page 3 .

iJllOl'C than 100 listeners Tuesday

night that he would not revise the for their concerns.
city liquor code to raise the barLanman, who has been mayor
d)' age to 19.
since 1989, has said Cougill will
At a public forum of mayoral consider raising the age even if the
.t city commissioner candidates, alternatives fail.
Cougill refuted allegations by
Lanman said he believes the reaincumbent Mayor Wayne Lanman sons behind the idea to raise the age
1bat he would raise the minimum come from Charleston's reputation
age to enter Charleston taverns as a "drinking town."
ho 19to21.
Cougill said he was in favor of
Cougill, a retired Air Force punishing individuals who are
lrigadier general, said emphatical- caught altering an ID to enter a bar.
ly, ..I will not, not, not change the
He added that the university
blr-entry age."
might be beuer able to discipline
Cougill said the city is in need of students who alter their ID .
*matives such as juice bars, cof"They can probably deal with
leehouses, comedy clubs and other that student a heck of a lot better
DOD-alcoholic activities. He also than we can by just providing them
aid any alternatives for Eastern with a dollar fine," he said. "If it is
llUdents should be separate from a local individual. then we ought to
*'5e for local high school students. pursue them though the courtS and
Cougill told the Student Senate let them pay penalties as well as the
llst month that if the alternatives bar owners."
me effective, he would consider
Lanman agreed with Cougill 's
· · g the bar-entry age. Before the statement and said he has spoken to
~ would be raised, he said a city
Eastern President David Jorns
CIDUllCil meeting would be held on about how to solve the problem.
~-pus to allow students a forum
"The students are more afraid of

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer
Charleston mayoral candidate Dan Cougill (left) looks on as Charleston mayor Wayne Lanman speaks at a
candidates forum Tuesday at Charleston High School.
the university police than they are Eastern is injured, then they (stu- 14 l 2 Fourth SI., Lanman said he
of the city police." he said. "We are dents causing the injury) are kicked supports a comprehensive review
of the city liquor code with an eye
now working on a plan where they right out of school."
Regarding a proposed seventh toward standardizing the system for
(campus police) will go with us to a
private party. If an officer of class of liquor license for Joker's, granting liquor licenses.

No verdict in King trial; courthouse security tightens
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Barricades went up around the
use, Marines practiced storming a town Tuesday
a congresswoman pleaded with constituents to "chill"
jurors in the Rodney King beating case ended a fourth
y of deliberations without a verdict.
The federal jury wound up for the day at 4: 15 p.m., and
"berations were to resume Wednesday morning. The
have deliberated for 22 hours; there was no indicahow close they were to a verdict.
Sketch artists were admonished by U.S. District Judge
Davies, who said they were "too accurate for com" in their portrayals of the anonymous jury deciding
fate of four police officers accused of violating King's

civil rights.
"Any drawings of jurors or alternates must contain minimal detail and must not render them recognizable," the
judge wrote in an order posted in the courthouse press
room.
The city, meantime, moved to bolster security.
A crane lowered 3-foot-high concrete barriers into place
outside the federal building, blocking the entrance to
crowds and vehicles, and a chain-link fence went up
around a parking lot across the street. Police said it would
be used as a staging area.
About 600 National Guard troops trained at armories in
Inglewood. Burbank, Glendale. Los Alamitos, Van Nuy'>

and Arcadia.
"California guardsmen have been instructed that they
are to use any means at their disposal to protect themselves
or any other citizen if they are in threat of human death,"
said Maj. Gen. Tandy Bozeman.
Another military contingent was training 80 miles to the
south.
About 1,000 Marines at Camp Pendleton stormed a
mock town as part of a "just in case" urban assault exercise, said Cpl. Rick Laemmle, a base spokesman.
Hours after Sgt. Stacey Koon, Officers Laurence Powell

• Co11tmued on page 2
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Senate ballot ready for upcoming election
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor
The picks have been made and the ballot is set
Candidates for the April 21 Student Government election
drew numbers Tuesday to decide the order in which they will
appear on the election ballot
For the position of Student Government executive vice
president, the only contested executive position, Integrity
Party candidate Chad Turner's name will appear before the

name of Awareness Party candidate Shirley Von Bokel.
Many candidates consider il to be an advantage to appear
higher up on the ballot because their names will be seen first.
In the on-campus race, the order will appear as follows:
Integrity candidaces Wendy Lee Hausman. Arny Levine,
Alec Nevalainen. Kevin Dwyer and Andy Ramage, independent candidate Mike Eiter, Integrity candidate David Switzer
and independent candidate Kristen Brown.
Candidates for the off-campus race will appear as follows:
Integrity candidates Steve Hartsfield, Carol Melo, Shannon

Henne and Julie Tizzard. independenc candidate George
Zuponeck and Integrity candidates Matt Greider and Amy
Compton.
In the at-large race, the names will appear as follows:
Awareness candidate Lisa Garrison. independent candidate
Jim Johnson, Integrity candidates Monica Martin. Mau Yegge
and Bobby Smith, Awareness candidate Jennie Nimtz,
Integrity candidates Pilar Mueller and April Gowdy,
Awareness candidate Ebony Shem1an and Integrity candidate
David Boland.

FROM PAGE ONE
New party
" From page 1
remaining are: Kristin Brown and
Biter in on-campus, Zuponek in
off-campus and James Johnson in
the at-large district.
Nineteen senate seats and five
executive positions will be filled
and students will vote on a new $20
student fee for computer technology in the April 21 election. Seven
candidates are running for six-anda-half on-campus seats, seven are
running for four full and two half
off-campus seats and I 0 are running for eight at-large positions.
Half seats mean members will
only serve until the fall elections in

November. Full seats hold a oneyear tenn.
Student body president, executive vice president, financial vice
president, Board of Governors representative and chief of staff are the
executive positions available.
Only the position of executive
vice president is being contested.
Von Bokel is running against
Integrity member Chad Turner for
the post
Visible signs of senate campaigning have started cropping up
around campus. Bright yellow
posters supporting the Integrity
Party have been posted and the first
election forum is scheduled for 6

p.m. Thursday in the South Quad.
In case of rain, the forum will be
held at 5:30 p.m. in the Coleman
Hall Auditorium.
''We're hitting organizations this
week and next week," said Luke
Neumann, Integrity Party candidate
for student body president. ''We're
going to be attending as many as
possible and dividing them up."
Late changes to the Integrity
Party included the addition of
Shannon Henne (off-campus) and
David Switzer (at-large) and the
removal of current senate member
Charles Phillips Jr., who was running in the on-campus district
Party member Carol Melo was

moved from the on-campus co the
off-campus district.
Independent and Awareness
Party candidates alike were voicing
their displeasure about Monday's
"Get to Know Your Student
Government" forum. Senate member Bobby Smith, an Integrity candidate in the at-large district, and
Blake Wood, who is not currently a
member of the senate but is running
unopposed for financial vice president, spoke at the forum about current and future issues affecting
Student Government.
No Awareness or independent
candidates participated in the
forum.

Panelists
•From page 1
from the Multi-Cultural University Union,
Cindi Flowers from the service sorority
Epsilon Sigma Alpha and Chris Seper of The
News, said senate elections committee member Kara Restagno. Restagno said she also
hopes to get members of the Hispanic Student
Union, the Black Student Union, the
Residence Hall Association and the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union to participate
on the panel.
"We looked at the (Recognized Student
Organizations) and tried to find people and

organizations who weren't really represented
in the election process before," Restagno said.
"We want to try to include minority views on
the panel and not get the same ordinary,
everyday people we always have."
Restagno said each candidate will be
allowed two minutes to make a speech and
one minute to answer questions.
She said said the forum will also include a
question and answer period for the audience.
"I or Jody Stone will go into the audience
and try to get audience members to ask questions about things that may not have been
addressed by panel members," Restagno said.

Stone said the senate elections committee
originally planned to hold two candidate
forums, but chose not to hold a second forum
because it was determined that it would be
better for an organization outside of Student
Senate to host the event.
"We figured by not planning another forum
it would make one more night free for another
organization to bold a forum," Stone said.
"It's not hard to bold a forum. All an organization has to do is pick a date and ask the candidates to come. It's chat simple."
Restagno said the elections committee is
only required to hold one candidate forum.

King
•From page 1
and Theodore Briseno and former
Officer Timothy Wind were acquitted of most charges in a state trial
last April, the city erupted in violence that left 54 people dead and
caused nearly $1 billion damage.
Police under the leadership of
former Chief Daryl F. Gates were
criticized for their delayed response
to the unrest, but new Chief Willie
Williams has promised protection
for the city's 3.6 million residents.
Some activists condemned the
military and police buildup.

o~n~

"We think that it's important that
people have a continued opportunity to voice opposition," said activist
lawyer B. Kwaku Duren.
But most voices were urging
peace, no matter what the verdicts
tum out to be. U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters handed out letters in her
South Central district saying, "It's
time to chill."
"If you take to the streets with a
Molotov cocktail in your hand, a
gun in your belt or a brick ready to
throw, you give the police the legal
right to kill you," the letters read.

"Chill" - slang for "keep calm" was also the title of a music video
featuring Arsenic Hall and Arnold
Schwarzenegger as hosts that was
introduced to schoolchildren on the
school district's KLCS-TV station.
In one neighborhood, a man with
"Peace" written on hi s T-shirt
expressed the plea by carrying a 10foot wooden cross.
"Justice, equality, human rights that's what we don't have in this
country. I'm trying to bring a message to the people: Let's not fight
injury with injury, ignorance with

ignorance. I'm urging peace," said
Charles Verdun, 49.
The Rev. Benjamin Chavis Jr.,
newly elected leader of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, spent the
night at a Watts public housing proj ect before touring South Los
Angeles.
" It's calm here and I think it's
going to be calm here after the verdicts," said Chavis. "The unrest and
the uncalm is corning from an overreaction by the military and law
enforcement."

Death toll
rises; Ohio
inmates
hold guards
LUCASVILLE, Ohio (AP) The inmate death toll rose to seven
Tuesday at a maximum-security
prison where eight guards were
held hostage and rebellious convicts rigged a loudspeaker to complain about negotiations.
Negotiators also were not
encouraged by the progress of
talks with the barricaded prisoners,
who have been denied food, heat,
electricity and water since the riot
A guard on patrol at the
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility found the seventh body in a
cell of the K cell block.
The unit is linked by a corridor
to the L cellblock, where 450 prisoners have been barricaded since a
scuffle among a few prisoners
Sunday escalated into a riot.
Investigators did not know if the
inmate, Dennis Weaver, 43, had
been killed or committed suicide.
said Tessa Unwin, a spokeswoman
for the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction. She
said he was not alone in the cell
but would not say bow many other
prisoners were inside at the time.
She would not say what caused
Weaver's death, but said "it wasn't
a natural death," and he not been
dead long.
Prison officials said the six
other inmates killed had been
severely beaten and slain by fellow
convicts.
Talks about the inmates' list of
19 demands were "at a lull,"
Unwin said Tuesday.
She also said little was known
about the welfare of the eight
guards being held hostage in the
prison about 70 miles south of
Columbus.
Kristi Clark said her 23-year-old
husband, Darryl, was a hostage.
"They said he's not accounted
for," she told The (Cleveland)
Plain Dealer. "When they take the
job chat's one of the drawbacks.
You don't think it's going to happen."
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andidates back
rental cleanups
ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor
City commissioner candidates
llid Tuesday they suppon drafting
a systematic approach to "clean
up" dilapidated rental properties
IUITOunding Eastern and occupied
primarily by students.
At a public forum to acquaint
voters with the candidates, all
qreed "derelict conditions" of
llOlnes on Fourth, Fifth, Seventh,
tfmth and Tenth streets demand
aaention in the coming months
from the Charleston City Council.
Responding to an audience
member's question, candidates
llid the homes in question are
eyesores and too often the first
1111pression for visitors. Efforts to
nnprove the neighborhoods would
likely involve Eastern and might
mclude university inspection of
property. they said.
Approved housing is an idea
put forth by mayoral candidate
Dan Cougill to reduce the number
of students renting poorly maintained homes. His plan would
require the university to inspect
the houses rented to Eastern students and send parents a list of
homes most suitable to rent.
The eight candidates are competing for four city commissioner
positions in the April 20 municipal election. Incumbents are Jim
Dunn. Bruce Sc ism and John
Winnen. Challengers are Annette
Lynch. Maurice Manbeck, Brian
Myerscough. Gene Scholes and
Greg Stewart.
"We ought to work with
Eastern Illinois University and set
up approved housing... Manbeck
said.

"I think it's hard to give priority
to any one area over any other
area in town," Myerscough said.
" I think they all need the same
amount of priority. We have to
deal with the ordinances fairly and
across the board."
Scholes said long-term plannmg is the first step in any plan to
conduct a systematic cleanup.
"Get the community involved in
setting up which direction we
want to go as a community and
head in that direction," he said.
The city needs to clean up some
areas but that it should try to
avoid a "big brother" approach to
regulating cleanup effons, Scism
said.
"Those kinds of horrid conditions like the beer cans, the beer
bottles, the couches, the refrigerators that are out on the front yard
... can be addressed (and) cleaned
up."
Stewart said, "I haven't given a
whole lot of thought to that. As
stated, there are ordinances on the
books that need to be addressed
and enforced, and, if nothing else,
we can pursue fining the landlords
until they do clean up the messes."
Winnett said much of the
"downfall of the property" is
because eight out of 10 individuals who own rental property in
Charleston are not city residents.
"You've almost got to condemn
their house to get them to come
down and talk to you," he said.
"All most are interested in is the
rent checks every month."
Dunn said registered letters
would have to be sent out to
homeowners informing them they
are in violation of city ordinances.

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

Grand old flag
Terry Schmidt, a city maintenance worker raises new flags 01·er the Charleston police station Tuesday afternoon.

Physician speaks on nation's health care
By SUSAN KIEL
Activities echtor

"We used to have the best health care system in the world. Now we have the most
expensive. but we no longer have the best."
piysician Mary Coleman said Thursday night
of the United Sta1e's health care system.
Coleman spoke on a proposed national
health care system at an open house sponued b) the Ea..t-Central Illinois Comminee
for Universal Health Care. a community
cqanization that promotes a national health
care system.
Coleman. a Charleston native and nowl'dired neurologist. is a member of Physicians
for National Health Care.
She is in favor of the U.S. adopting a

health care system comparable to the system
oper.iting in Canada.
"We have a very poor health care system
compared to the rest of the world," Coleman
said. "In Canada, medical care is regarded as
a right. Access to services is based on medical need, not on income.
"M> colleagues in Canada consider ii a
great privilege to be a doctor because they are
in a system that helps them to focus on their
patients.
Coleman blamed the poor condition of the
U.S. health care system on decades of
neglected health policies that have led to a
country where 37 million people arc uninsured and 50 million people undcrinsurcd.
Coleman advocated a national equalaccess system that would operate under a sin-

gle-paycr program paid for by one group or
agency. Under a national system, that one
group would be the federal government.
She said under a single-payer plan, over·
head costs would be reduced from the current
8 to 6 percent to one percent.
'The difference in those figures is a huge
amount of money that could have been spent

Conectlon
Two names were omined from the list of participants in the 1993 Graduate Art Exhibit at
Tarble Arts Center in Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News Juanita Kauffman and
Jane Doe were inadvertently left out of the story.
Tire News regrets the error.
The News encourages readers to call with corrections or clarifications. Readers who find
errors can call News Editor Chris Sundheim, Associate News Editor at (217) 581-2812 or stop
by 'fh<• News omccs in Buu.ard Building.

The Cultural Diversity Committee Proudly Presents
the fourth lecture of the One Nation:
Many voices 1992 - 1993 Series

on patient care." Coleman said.
Coleman added that a single-payer program would also reduce the cost of medicine,
saying the lack of competition would drive
the prices down. She cited Canada and
Western Europe as examples where drug
prices were lowered by the smgle-payer system.

COMING SOONI!

Washington Post
Reporter

'Ifie Coupon
'Bonanza

Thursday April 15, 1993
Lumpkin Auditorium (rm. 122),
7:30pm
Free and open to the public.
A reception will
follow the lecture.

Tons of savings
at
fingertips!!

Mr. Juan Williams
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Rodney King
case not only
test of racism
For the past few days, many Americans
have been watching their televisions with
dread as they wait for the verdict in the civil
rights trial of the four officers accused of
beating motorist Rodney King.
The images of King being relentlessly
struck by the four Los Angeles police officers, Reginald Denney being dragged from
his truck and savagely beaten and the hundreds of fires lighting the night skies of
South-Central Los Angeles are still fresh in
the public's mind as we

Old Main gets 'element' of humor
In the midst of Eastern's restructuring efforts. It's a given that
faculty members these days are
raising questions, circulating
rumors and exchanging jokes
about the university administration.
The redundancy of administration In government, higher education and throughout the private sector has become a fashionable complaint. Is It a hinder- Cluts
Ing Institution to be protested or Sundbelm
a legitimate, necessary product
of growth and expansion?
Outside of appointment of our new president, college reorganization promises to hold perhaps the
most profound Influence on Eastern's governance
and the education It offers during the 90s.
Eastern President David jorns admitted earlier this
month, and hundreds of faculty agree, that Eastern
has more administration than most other universities
its size. "There's more administration at this university than any other I ever worked at," jorns said during
his State of the University Address.
Whether consolidation offers any lasting improvements Is open to speculation. No one has to be told It
all bears more than a little bit of watching.
In that spirit, I offer below, with a few revisions,
the following fictitious news story available on campus electronic mall. The author Is unknown, but the
piece Is believed to have originated In Canada at the
University of Calgary at Alberta.
The professor who began clrculatlng the story
locally on electronic mall says he doesn't Intend any
association with Eastern's restructuring efforts.
Of course, neither do I.

The heaviest element known to science was
recently discovered by university physicists. The element. tentatively named Admlnlstratlum, has no protons or electrons and has an atomic number of 0.
However. It does have one neutron, 15 assistant neu-

trons. 70 vice neutrons and 161 assistant vice neutrons. This gives It an cltomlc mclSS of 247.
lhese 247 pctrtlcles are held together in a nucleus
by a force that Involves the continuous exchange al
meson-like pctrticles c.alled morons.
"Since It has no electrons. Adminlstratium Is inert.
However. It can be detected chemically. as It
Impedes every reaction It comes Into contact with.
According to the discoverers, a minute amount of
Admlnlstratlum added to one redctlon c.aused it to
take over four days to complete. Without the
Admlnlstratlum, the reaction ordinarily occurred In
less than one second.
Admlnlstratlum has a normal half-life of approximately three years, at which time it does not actually
decay but Instead undergoes a reorganization In
which assistant neutrons. vice neutrons, and assistant
vice neutrons exchange places. Studies seem to show
the atomic number actually Increases after each reorganization.
Research lndic.ates that Admlnlstratlum occurs 11c1turally in the atmosphere. It tends to concentrate In
certain locations such as government agendes, large
corporations and universities. It can usually be found
in the newest, best-appointed and best-maintdlned
buildings.
"Sdentfsts wam that Admlnstratlum is known to be
toxic and recommend plenty of fluids and bed rest
after even low levels of exposure.
It should be noted that the reaction of
Administratlum with another new element, PQPium Is
fairly unstable. Sometimes chemic.a/ bonding occutS
and a new, Improved compound Is formed. Other
times the reaction Is more violent with excessive
amounts of heat and darkness being generated, and
the Admlnstratlum remaining unchanged. It Is
believed that these differences have some relationship to the number of 'holes' In the support provided
by the various neutrons. Scientists are looking Into
them.
- Chris Sundhelm Is news editor and a regular
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.

Editorial wa~Y people's view of
race relations suffered
because of the first trial's verdict and its
aftermath.
Reaction to the second verdict doesn't
have to be that way.
Every day In the media we are bombarded with Images of hate between races.
We don't see are the hard-working blacks
and whites peacefully living their lives and
building ties. We see ties being severed. We
don't see the people building their communities. We see tearing their communities
apart.
Racism begins with the Individual, but it
spreads through society. Only Individuals
can stop its spread.
That is why, as we await this latest ver--=' --=--- dict, students and staff should remember
our society, our justice system and ail people, black and white, should not be judged
on the outcome of one case.
We all should learn from the mistakes of a
year ago. Despite the setback the the King
case appears to be, progress can be made.
People can change.
More rioting and killing in Los Angeles, or
on a more local level, an angry look in an
elevator, a racist remark scribbled on a wail
or a seed of doubt about someone based on
the color of his skin could be the first steps De.ar editor:
I would like to congratulate
Into new, greater rounds of hatred between
Elizabeth Ralchle on a fine article.
races.
(April 8 D.JJ/y fdstem News "Spr1ng
Regardless of the verdict we don't have to Is the best time of year to live"). The
give Into the simmering hate and distrust article was well wr1tten, discussed a
that are the very essence of racism.
very Important Issue and enabled

Your turn

people on the News staff could
learn something from Ralchle.
Thank you and keep up the good
work.

News could use
more positive
opinion writing Student upset
by rude food
setVice patron

TODA.Y's

''

Quon

The life of a nation is
secure only while the
nation is honest, truthful
and virtuous.
Frederick Douglass

some of us to -see the light at the
end of the tunnel," or at le.ast at the
end of winter.
All of those wr1tlng editorials or
guest columns for the News should
take note. This article was not written for sensatlonallstlc reasons. It
had a definite purpose, had some
Importance to other students and
was not written with a bitter note.
The story was meant to be upllftlng and helpful to others. A lot of

Halwyhaly

Dear editor:
On April 1, I witnessed a disturbing situation whlle sitting In Taylor
Hall Food Service. A female student
sat down at a table near me. Shortly
after, a young man and a girl
approached her table, and the
young man proceeded to sit down
directly In front of her.
His friend, however, did not sit
down at this point. The glri sitting at
the table told the young man that
the table was saved for her friends.
·No It's not," he replied.

To my surprise, the girl told
that she had a broken leg a
couldn't c:arry her own tray, so
was sitting at the table for h
friends who were getting her food.
Then, as If he didn't believe
he actually looked underneath
table to see If her leg was truly
ken. He then began to eat his
while Ignoring his explanation.
"You're actually going to
me move," the glri said.
He continued to eat and i
her. The girl picked up her
stood up and told him that he
disgusting. The girl crutched
In anger. His friend, in dlsbel
finally sat down next to him.
I realize food service Is er
and It Is often difficult to find a
but I think that people could
some consideration for someone
that predicament. I know It
April Fool's Day, but we don't
to act like It.
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Faculty members petition
for keeping college intact
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Staff writer

'
Prof es so rs Pay
.s be Iow average
I

graphic by Chrtstopher Soprych

By AMY CARNES
Staff writer
The salaries of Eastern profesIOl'S are below the annual earnings

of the average college professor in

the United States, according to
llatistics compiled by the General
Purchasing Office.
The results of a recent survey
conducted by the American Association of University Professors figure the average college professor's
annual salary at $46,270 a year.
Salaries for college professors
nationally increased 2.5 percent
this year - the lowest increase
since the AAUP began tracking
college faculty salaries two decides ago.
..In comparing Eastern with the
national average. the national figure has to be studied with caution." said Jeanne Simpson. assistant vice president for academic
affairs. "It represents everybody
from brand-new assistant professors to senior professors "1th 30
years experience who come from
all different disciplines." she
added.
The average full-time professor
at Eastern earns $47,170 a year
while the average associate professor makes $38.426. Assistant professors on campus earn an average
salary of $34,317. and instructors
take in an average of $23.558
annually.
Simpson said the salaries of
Eastern professor'> are not up to
par with professors' salaries
nationwide because Charleston is
located in a less urban area where
lhe cost of living is relatively low.
She added that Eastern does not
have resources comparable to
those of private institutions.
Laurent Gosselin. president of
the local chapter of the University

Faculty members of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences presented their petition to keep the college intact Tuesday and proposed
two new restructuring models at
the Faculty Senate's final college
consolidation forum.
"The mood of the campus has
changed for good," said Alan
Baharlou. professor of geology/geography. directing his comments to Eastern President David
Jorns and Barham Hill. provost and
vice president for academic affairs.
"You set it when you took office.
You said you came here to heal. not
divide, to reconstruct.. not break up.
''When the signatures of the peopie are on your desk. they have
glaring eyes but hopeful eyes."
Baharlou helped organize and
circulate the 270-plus-signature
panedtitsiocn1·enthceast ctoalrlesmfoai~nlisbetruracltureartds

/4r:.
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Drummin,

UNIVERSfIY THEATRE

345 - 4489
Jim Wood

The PrinOOM and the Pea

~21.

7 p.m. April 14 - 17 & 2 p.m. April 18

presents

(or How Prince Bob Found a Wife)
on the mainstage Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Children $5
in the classifieds

not offer specific cost figures.
"With the three-college model.
35 departments divided by three
should cost less then 35 departments divided by four." Yaffe said.
Yaffe's model consisted of a
College of Business and Applied
Sciences. a College of Education
and Recreation and a College of
Arts and Sciences. Yaffe also
placed divisions within each of the
three colleges.
Although Yaffe's plan is focused
on keeping the sense of liberal arts.
many faculty said they feared the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences being rearranged. It is
currently the largest of Eastern 's six
colleges with 17 departments and
297 faculty members.
The Barford-Reed two-college
plan focused on three goals:
accomplishing the mission of the
university, bringing about better
savings and providing balance
between colleges.
Barford and Reeds' two-college
plan contains only a College of
Liberal Studies and a College of
Professional Studies. Barford
explained the two colleges would
provide a liberal arts and sciences
education and provide programs
for professional development.
However. he did not offer specific
savings estimates for the model.
"We don't need six or four or
three colleges," Barford said. "Two
is fine. We are a small libeml ans
college. We can get by on two colleges."

Professionals of Illinois. Eastern 's as it is now. regardless of what colteachers' union, said differing fac- lege consolidation model. if any,
ulty market values. especially the university approves.
between departments and gender
Barhalou said he is eager to keep
inequities, are the two main factors the College of Liberal Arts and
accounting for lower salaries at Sciences together because he is
Eastern.
excited to see a chemist talk to a
"We need to continue to work poet, adding that the College of
toward equality based on years of Liberal Arts and Sciences should
service and rank, not on market stay intact because it has been profactors," Gosselin said.
ductive and well-managed.
National figures show female
In other business at Tuesday's
professors are paid less than their meeting, psychology professor
male counterparts. This trend Fred Yaffe presented a three-colholds true at Eastern in all ranks lege model. Philosophy professor
except assistant professor. Also. Robert Barford and Journalism
the vast majority of positions in all Chairman John Dilvid,..Reed preranks except instructor are occu- p sented a twq-college mq0el.
pied by males.
' Yaffe said the focus Of the thieeThe 160 full-time male profes- college model is to maintain a
sors at Eastern have an average sense of identity for the university.
salary of $48.137. compared with He explained the model would
the 34 female professors whose save more money than the commitaver.ige salary is $42.623. The 104 tee's four-college models. but did
male associate professors have an
fu.:,~1t---r-"--1•
l ,
average annual salary of $39,093.
f ,
.!
compared with 56 female associate
professors who lake in an average
$37.186.
The average for the 84 male
assistant professors at Eastern is
$34,307 a year, while 54 female
assistant professors earn $34,333
annually. In the instructor category. 45 female instructors average
$22. I 33 a year compared to 23
male instructors who earn an average annual salary of $26.344.
Gosselin said the biggest roadblock in raising Illinois teacher
salaries closer to the national average is the state's lack of revenue to
support higher education.
"The first step is to increase revenues and re-analyze the tax strucEAN ESKRA/Staff photographer
ture in the state," Gosselin said.
"Secondly, we need to give more
priority to education as a legiti- Charleston resident James Collins practices at his home Tuesday morning for a 50s-60s band lie plays with
mate part of the state's infrastruc- 011 weekends. Collins said the best time for him to practice is in the mornings when everyone is gone.
ture."

YOUR MOM WILL
LIKE nns APf.-You WILL TOO!

WOOD REAL ESTATE

Cell

The two-college plan consisted
of consolidating liberal arts and sciences with fine arts to form a
College of Liberal Studies.
Consolidation of the colleges of
Business. Education. Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.
and Applied Science would form a
College of Professional Studies.
Although the audience did not
offer much reaction to the unique
models. Faculty Senate member
Richard Wandling "3.id the two-college model is interesting and a plan
the senate should consider.
The senate will be compiling
consolidation recommendations for
Barbara Hill. vice pres1den1 for academic affairs. at next week's regularTuesday meeting.
Several faculty members in
attendance said their departments
already supported three models
previously released by the
Academic Area Restructuring
Committee.
Phoebe Church. assistant professor of health studies who served on
the restructuring committee, asked
faculty for more support for the
consolidation process.
"We tried to do the best job we
could," Church said. "If we don't
consolidate, what will we do?
Consider faculty layoffs or cut fulltime classes and tell students to
transfer somewhere else?"
Laurent Gosselin, president of
the local chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois, Eastern's
teacher's union. said he felt the
restructuring process should be
halted because there are other
'"'methods that probably could save
•money as beuer·aJtematives. '
"I think we should put a moratorium on this whole process
(restructuring)." Gosselin said. "We
can save money through administmtion cuts. This process shouldn't
move forward any further."

Senior Citizens $5
EIU Students $3
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Carmona wants to allow
~arty's
sale of alcohol in Union Italian Beef w/Fries $2
Wednesday At

99

Editor's note: This is the third
in a six-part series profiling the
candidates running for executive positions in the April 21
Student Government elections.
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

U elected as Board of Governors representative, one of the
first things Ron Carmona
intends to do is push for alcohol
sales in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Carmona, a senior pre-engineering and economics major
from Rock Falls, is running
unopposed in the April 21
Student Governmenc election
for the position of Board of
Governors representative. Carmona is a member of the integrity Party.
Carmona is curren tly the
Student Government financial
vice president for student affairs
and chairman of the Apportionment Board. He has been a
member of the AB for the past
three years.
"I want to look into the
BOG's alcohol policy and find
out what rules regarding alcohol
sales on campus exist," Carmona said. "Why can't the
Union sell beer? It's definitely
something I plan to do a lot of
research on because I think it
would raise a lot of revenue for

Student Senate.
"As the financial vice president, I've dealt with all of the
different aspects of the university," Carmona said. "I have a distinct advantage in that I've been
here a long time. When someone talks about something that
has happened within the past
few years, I am already familiar
with what happened, and I
won't have to worry about the
BOG talking about issues from
the last four or five years that I
don't know about.
"I truly don't know any other
person who wou ld know as
much as I do about what has
gone on at this university in the
,.,.
last few years," Carmona said.
Ron Carmona
Although the subject of the
BOG's possible elimination has
the Union that we now have to been a major concern of current
make up in student fees and fee BOG representative Tony Wielt,
increases.
Carmona said he is not ready to
"I don't like student fee inc- take a stand on the issue.
reases, and I never have,"
"The elimination of the BOG
Carmona said. 'Tm open to any is not a concern at al l right
new ways we can raise revenue, now," Carmona said. " I think I
and I think this would be one should be concerning myself
way to do that."
more with representing the stuCarmona said this would dent body."
incl ude selling alcohol in the
"After I get my feet wet and
Rathskeller in the Union during know more about what's at
performances by comedians.
stake, then I can think about
Carmona said his greatest taking a stand," Carmona said.
strength as a candidate is his
Along with other executive
experience. As financial vice members of Student Governpresident he has worked closely ment, the BOG representative
with the administration and the receives a full-tuition waiver.

tonite: Wings 'n ' Rings

Best of Luck to all
Fraternities & Sororities
in GREEK WEEK '93

/

Jorns to explain consolidation
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer

Eastern President David Joms will speak to the
Student Senate Wednesday about the proposed college consolidation plans at the senate's weekly meeting in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Joms will explain what the three suggested plans
for consolidation entail.
Senate Speaker Luke Neumann said senate members will have the opportunity to ask Joms questions
about the college consolidation plans.
Also at the meeting, the senate will discuss plans
proposed by Lou Hencken, vice-president for student
affairs, concerning the elimination of weekend meals

at the Pemberton Hall and Gregg Triad food services.
Starting in the fall, weekend meals will be eliminated
at the Pemberton and Gregg Triad food services.
Neumann said Hencken's pJans include alternatives for disabled students living at the Triad who
have difficulty traveling to other food services.
Neumann will provide cost estimates of a van
equipped with a wheelchair lift, which has been suggested as one possible alternative for disabled students.
In other business at the meeting, senate members
Cash Boyd and Julea Warren will present a sample
food service survey to the senate. The Student Senate
voted to distribute the survey this semester, so students may voice their concerns regarding the food
services.

Juan Williams to speak at Lumpkin
A political analyst fo r The
Washington Post will be at
Eastern Thursday to s peak as
part of the Cultural Diversity
Committee's "One Nation:
Many Voices" lecture series.
Juan Williams, who is currently on leave from The Post
while working on a book, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lumpkin Auditorium. Admission is free.
Johnetta Jones, director of

$ l 25 Big Drafts (Lite,GD)

minority affairs said Williams
was chosen by committee members because they thought he
would relate well to students
and serve as a "natural teacher."
In addition to his work for
The Post, Williams has appeared
on CNN's "Crossfire," the "McNeil/Lehrer Report" and "Washington Week in Review." He has
had articles featured in 13 newspapers and magazines.
Williams has also published a

book titled "Eyes on the Prize:
America's Civil Rights Years."
The book accompanied the PBS
telev ision series of the same
title and was a Book of t he
Month Club selection.
Williams was origi na ll y
scheduled to speak on April l,
but canceled that appearance
because of weather and transportation problems.

- Staff report
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Botany club to host speaker
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer
The Director of the Illinois
Depanment of Conservation will
discuss future projects and funding
of the department Wednesday at a
speech ~ponsored by Eastern 's
Botany Club.
Brent Manning. who has been
director of the agency since 1991.
will give his speech. "Agency
Direction of the Department of
Conservation," at 7 p.m. in room
205 of the Life Science Building.

Manning. an Eastern graduate,
is expected lo discuss issues currently facing the Depanmenl of
Conservation.
"We have been asking Manning
to speak on campus for quite a
while," said Jeff White. president
of the Botany Club. "It was only
recently that he finally agreed to
come to Eastern...
White said Manning has kept
the details of his speech sketchy.
"Manning is being very secret1 vc about the contents of his
speech," White said. "It is expcct-

ed that he will be addressing what
the Dcpanment of Conservation
will be doing in the next few years
and what directions the department
will be taking.
"Whatever the subject, I am
hoping it will give the students a
good idea as to where the jobs are
going to be and where the money
will be available in the future," he
said.
Manning will enteriain questions following the speech for students wanting more information
about conservation and current and

future issues in the department.
"We are hoping any and all people who are interested and concerned about conservation in
Illinois will come to the meeting to
hear Manning," White said.
Manning has held numerous
other positions besides his current
post in the department of conservation. His other positions included work as the director of Field
Operations for Due~ Unlimited in
1985 and employment at IC
Industries before joining Ducks
Unlimited.

Min or ities get chance for paid internships
By BRIAN HUCHEL
&aft writer
Ea.'tem minority srudents have the opportunity to receive paid internships for the 1993-94

Fall/Spring semesters through a program sponsored by the Illinois Board of Governors
Unive~ities.

Deadline for applications for the $1,000 per
month internships is April 19.

In order to be eligible for the internships.
graduate scudcnt applicants must have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.25 in their graduate course
work. Juniors and seniors must have a GPA of at
least 2.75. Freshman and sophomores are not eligil>le.
"When the state legislature created this program, the objective was to get minority students
into institutions where people can take a look at
them and sec if they have the skills for future

employment," said Johnetta Jones, director of
Minority Affairs and coordinator of the program.
"The internships cover almost aJI majors,"
Jones said. "Anything from journalism to computer science is covered by the internships."
As part of the program, applicants must tum
in three letters of recommendation, an application and an essay, the Jailer being the most heavily considered.
Applicants are then individually interviewed
by a committee of faculty members.
The committee, consisting of Jones. Bill
Ridgeway. zoology professor; Luis Clay
Mendez, foreign language professor, Ronald
Wohlstein. soc1ology professor and Beverly
Gartin from the Fine Arts Center selects the
applicants they feel deserve an internship.
''Eastern is guaranteed a base amount of six
internships, Jones said. "We are then required to
spread these internships over the fall spring and

summer semesters. We can use a-; many in one
semester as we want"
"The number of internships we receive
depends on the size of our minority enrollment,"
Jones said. "We on average receive only six
internships because of our small minority enrollment compared to the other schools in the program."
Other schools participating in the program
include Governor's State Unive~ity in Chicago,
Chicago State and Western Illinois University in
Macomb.
This program has been offered to minority
srudents at Eastern for the past six years and will
continue to be offered indefinitely. Jones said.
"It has been very successful. There is no question about that," she said. "Approximately 50
percent of the students who do internships
receive an employment offer from the site of
their internship."

Young people making mark in Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) - He's
the first Baby Boomer president
and the youngest since John F.
Kennedy. But even Bill Clinton
looks old compared to some members of his staff born since the
Kennedy years.
Legions of bright, ambitious
20-somcthings followed the 46year-old president to town, taking

jobs in the administration. including some usually reserved for
grayer heads. They work long
hours. seven days a week, and
don't blink an eye. They are awed
by their surroundings and wholeheartedly believe in what they're
doing.
"We've really bought into the
Clinton mission: the call to nation-

al service, the 'Roll up our sleeves
and let's get things done'
approach." says 27-year-old Ken
Snyder, a special assistant in the
Education Department's Office of
Legislation and Congressional
Affairs.
Snyder worked on the Clinton
campaign in Winnebago County,
Wis .• while at the University of

Wisconsin. He has two master's
degrees in education fields and left
a doctoral program to help shape
Clinton's education policies.
He's one of many who put their
studies on hold fo r some realworld experience. The pay isn't
particularly high - most salaries
are in the $20.000-range. But
that's not what's important.

Students
raise flap
over flag
LANS ING (AP) - Students at a south suburban
Chicago high school are
meeting next week to discuss their racially charged
school emblem - a Confederate flag.
But the principal says a
change is unlikely because
students "overwhelmingly"
support the flag, symbol of
the school for 35 years.
The Confederate flag has
been the symbol of Thornton F ractional South High
School since 1958, when
the district was divided into
No rth a nd South Hi g h
Schools.
Students at South Hig h
School - 100 percent white
at the time - chose the flag
for the e mble m and " Rebe ls" fo r t he mascot to
emphasize a rivalry with the
North campus. principal Jim
Spivey said Monday.
"Once you start something and it becomes a tradition, not only do students
like it. but it becomes a part
of their identity," Spivey
said.
Ronnie and Renee Thompson of Lynwood. parents
of two students, criticized
t he flag at a M arc h 16
school board meeting.
" I said I was personally
offended by the flag," said
Ronnie Thompson. "I wanted the school to have some
sensi ti vity to people of
color."

Japanese business management topic of presentation
By ADAM McHUGH
campus editor
The Computer and Operations Management Department in the Lumpkin College
of Business is sponsoring a forum
Thursday, focusing on Japanese management style in the United States.
"Understanding Japanese Practices in
the United States" will be held from I :30
to 3 p.m. in the Lumpkin Hall Auditorium.
The presentation will consist of four

motivating a culturally diverse workforce
in the '90s.
• Takuro Sasaki, executive coordinator
at Mauoon Precision Manufacturing, Inc.,
wi ll focus on t he major strengths of
Japanese firms and how some of the practices are being implemented in America.
• Gordon Short, executive vice president at Mattoon Precision will discuss the
Japanese focus on the issues of total quality and customer satisfaction.
Yunus Kathawala, chair of the
Computer and Operations Management

Office. said. "The main objective of this
presentation is to give students a familiarity with the differences of business style of
Japan and the United States.
"This is a good opportunity for business
students to hear from Japanese businessmen and Americans working for Japanese
firms, since these students will be a part
of the global marketplace," he said.
KathawaJa said it is imponant for students to understand other cultures because
Japan is the United States' biggest trading
partner.
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HOUSE FOR 5-6 :..
Near Campus

speakers giving their views on the recent
trend of Japanese business practtces and
management techniques being implemented in the United States.
The speakers at Thursday's forum will
be:
• Wako Takayasu, executive vice president and assistant to the president of international affairs at Diamond Star Motors in
Bloomington. will discuss Japanese management policy in America today.
• IlID Walker, personnel administration
manager at Diamond Star, will speak on
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Congratulates its New Actives
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The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one days lncor·
rect insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
de.tdllne to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed Am.R 1 p.m.
will be published In the fol·
lowlng day's newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AntR the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally Edstem ~ Is
subject to approval and may
be revised. rejected. or canceled at any time.

The Dally Eastern News
assumes no l lablllty If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ca MWF/00
TYPING SERVICE, ALSO
OFFER COMPUTER COURSES:
WORDPERFECT 5.1. WIN·
DOWS 3.1, WRITERIGHT. JUST
CALL: 581·2829
4116

I* ·, HELP WAN11J>
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps . Teach: swim·
ming, canoeing, sailing, tennis,
golf, sports, computers, camping, crafts, dramatics, OR nd1ng.
Also kitchen, office, mamte·
nance. Salary $1100 or more
plus R&B. Dayna Glasson, 1765
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 706·
446-2444.
___ca4112-16,19,21.23.26-27
Coosultants needed in Art. Music,
and Spanish to develop and
implement enrichment activities
for 3-5-year-olds in a Montessori
Preschool Program in Charleston
for the 1993 school year. Call
345-1259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;4114
Available Immediately: competi·
live wages. Positions open for
Developmental Trainers and
Activities Aides. Apply in person
at 738 16th, Chas. EOE.

DIRECTORY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121

SuvlasOmam

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii,
Mexico,
the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment avail·
able. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1•
206-634-0468 ext. C5738.

TlAYU.
TIAINJNG/Sc.HooLs
Hnl'WANTU>
WANJtD
AoomON
Rmls/lllDUS

4/30

=EA-:--::-SY,...,.,...W..,.,O,...,R""K.,.,.l""EX~C""'E.,..LLE~NT= PAY!

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800167-5566 EXT. 9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116
Help Wanted;
DELIVERY
DRIVERS. Apply in person at
JOEY's in UNIVERSITY Vil·
LAGE before 11 a.m. and after 2,;
p.m.

ROOMMAltS

SUBUSSOmS
Foa lllNT
foa SAU
.i.OsT~ND

~

o!~;

HflP WANID>

1 5uvlcEs Otmtm I [

ClASSlflED
AoVERnSING

,

SECRETARY: Immediate opening for a long-term assignment.
Computer skills and typing experience (40 wpm) required. Call 1·
600-762-7096, 1221 Broadway,
Mattoon, IL
4116

ROOMMATES
Roommate Female: En1oy country living. 5 miles south of
Charleston.
Own
room.
$150/month. 348-5195.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4121
One female lessor needed. Own
room $135/month. Amy 348·

1·
1 or 2 sublessors needed for
summer LARGE 1 bedroom
apartment across from campus.
348-1534, leave message.
4114
3 Female Summer Sublessors
needed st Royal Heights. Call
Karen at 348-1675.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116
Summer
Sublessor
One
Bdrm./Eff. Close to Campus,
Furnished, A/C, Security, laundry
Fae. Rent Neg. 348-7895.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4116

.,---,----------517

24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities included. 11
112 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $165 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Charlotte 345·2113. Eads
Realty

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517

OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 345-

0LDE.

---------'517

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE GREAT FOR 3-4 PEOPLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR·
NISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID,
DISHWASHER, AND GARBAGE
DISPOSAL. CALL YOUNGS·
TOWN. 345-2363.

__________517

Mini-storage available as low as
$30/month. Carlyle Rentals, 348-

GREEKS & CLUBS

--------~4115

RAISE A COOL

3056
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Sublessors needed. 1 BRM Apt.
A/C. 1 blk from campus. Call 3452 Female summer sublessors
needed own room, close to campus. $135/month Amy or laura
348-8404.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4116

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

t House or hog
preceder
s Celebration
t Cato's 1,904
14 Height: Comb.
form
1sSeaweed
product
11 Gladiator's
milieu
11 Aromatic
ointment
ti One of the
tenses
tt Tarad1ddlers
20 What ill-chosen
colors do
22 Faulkner novel
24 Out of order
21 Cartoonist
Goldberg

No obligation. No Cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
If you quality. Call

1-8()().932..()528,Ext. 65

21 --colada
Give --whirl
(try)

32 Hedgehog of
Madagascar

31 Miserable
cycles
37 PartofQ.E.F.

a

Beckons a taxi

40 lovely lass

41 Flat-bottomed
harbor boats
43 New Zealand
natives

41 French article
•

HABLE UD. ESPANOL wlU meet Wednesday at 12 in the Life Scianol
room 213. For lhe Spanish speaking at any level.
JR. IFC WILL have a meebng Wednesday at 6 p.m. in lhe Green-up room
in the Union. Each frateml\y must have at least 2 members present Of ftnea
wtll be given.
ElU LACROSSE CLUB wtll have a meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m. In . .
Shelby\lille room on lhe 3rd floor in lhe Union. This a mandatory mealing.
Elections are tonight Other important business will also be taken care ol.
UNITY GOSPEL FEUOWSttP Choir wil have 8lble Study Wedne9dayll
7 p.m Ill Lantz. Please bring Bible.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting Wednesday It
5:30 p.m. in lhe Charlestorv'Mattoon room. Money fOf celebration T4*11
and formal pictures is due.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting Wednesday at 5:30 p.m far
officers and 5:45 for members and pledges in BB106. This is a mandalaly
meeting for all pledges.
GREEK WEEK MONEY-MAKING will have a cancellalion of W~
meeting at 7 p.m.
SHEA: FASHION MERCHANDISING wtll have a visual me~
representative from Elder Berman Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 110.

PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

27 Harahan
creation

a

trialhalon.

$1,000

Summer sublessors needed: 2
person, 2 bedroom, rent neg.
large. Air Cond. Caff 348-6090
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

ACROSS

CAMPUS MINISTRIES All Campus Praise will be Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom. Join us for an evening of Praise & Worship lo 1111
King. Everyone is weloome. Call 345-6990 for rides or Info.
HAITI CONNECTION MEETING will be Wednesday from 5-6 p.m. 81 . .
Newman Catholic Center. Everyone is welcome. Free dinner. Leam abm
what's happening in Haiti.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES Accepted for track meet beginr*'D
WednesJJay from 2·10 p.m. at lhe Intramural desk in lhe SAC lobby.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wil celebrate Mass WednesJJay at 9 p.m.
at lhe Newman Chapel. Social following.
PRE-LAW CLUB MEETING will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in Coleman Hll
232. New members welcome.
GAY & LESBIAN SUPPORT Group meets weekly. Call Bud Sanders (581·
3413) at the Counseling Center for Information.
GREEK WEEK WALK·TMROUGHS will have Fraternities meet at 8 p.m.
and Sororities meet at 9 p.m. on Wednesday in Lantz Upper decks. Thilll
mandatory for all participants in tugs, relays, obs1ades, canoes. pyranldll

n46

3 sublessors needed for a large
apartment
near
square.
Negotiable rent, inexpensive.
348-1831.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth St. 345·2231

~-------~4116

Name: _________________

Yes

517
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE
MONTH LEASE, FROM $160
PER PERSON . APPOINTMENT.
345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517

Ona female roommate for fall 9394 to share 2 bedroom apart·
ment. Rent $170/month. Call 581·
3171.
4116

Classified Ad Form
0

CAMPUS CLIPS

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 112
mo. lease, $175/mo .. 345-3146.
Evenings.

8404.

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

foaltna

I I

Eveiyone welcome.

KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have rts annual picnic April 17 from 11 am. ID 77
at Morton Park. Free food, live D.J. and more fun than you can shall8 a
stick at
EIU ENGLISH MOTORING Society will have a spring tune-up clinic Apll
16 afternoon In Charleston. Bring your sports car or just browa.
Professional rnechanic will attend. Free advice! All welcome.
PRSSA WL1.. HAYE rts last fonnal meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m in . .
Oeldand room. Please attend, a lot of details need to be finalized tor ..
Wal<·A·Thon and olher activities.
DELTA SIGMA TMETA wil be hosting "Delta Night at lhe Apollo." Hyo11•
interested in participating, contact Nichole Stewart at 348-5235.
PIMM Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for q
NON-PROFIT event. I.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submlllld
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one bualneu day before . .
d8te of the avent. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the ~
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted lifter deecllllli
WILL NOT be publl9hed. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip 11111 II
Illegible or contains confllct1ng information will not be published.

should•

4t Inadvertent
nocturnal
activity
uCat killer
57 Tower guiding
airmen
MAedolence
HUsedup
tt Flat Middle East
bread
a Sly fellow
_,Wooden pins
94 Stag
ul<naveof
Hearts' booty
Min-(conforming)
17 Liquid
refreshers

Israeli seaport

47 Catchall letters

DOWN

48 Singer Paul

Under Classification of:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only). _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

'2 Certain West
Coast
evergreens
44 Above
48 Craw a bead on
• Actress Hatcher 49 lrrsh dramatist
so Greek epic poem
" Sale condition
st --Dame de
32 Make known
10Arson or
Paris
larceny
H An Iroquoian
·H Kind of ticket
34 Inferior race
12 Concerning
horses
13 Of great extent
• Group of books
in some Bibles
·u Pelt
u "Tallyho!" criers n Calls to account
2S looks over the
arithmetic
n Capture, in
Ca en
n Baker"s aide

Amount due:$ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

OCheck

OCash

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

9:00

law&

9:30 Order
10:00 News
10:30 Tonght

53Polytype
M Ballot box. 1n
Burgos

as Former African
big-game gun

H Whistle sound

to Psychic initials

APRIL

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 ll1Slde EO!ioo
7:00 UnsclVecl
7:30 Mystenes
8:00 IWrtnass
8:30 Video

12 Punkies

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-9 29

WILL-12 12

UFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9

News

$por1sCenter

Ouan!um Leap

Oesigring Women
Je!fe!sons

Mac:Neil. lehrar

Unsolved
Myslenes

Nigh!Cou11

Entml. Tonght

News
Matried.

ClieetS

Green Islands
Wildife lnl1

Realing Rairbow
CU>Comed

How'dThey
OoThat?

Wonder Yeais
Home Free

t.t.iidef.
Sile WrrA.r

&lseye

Nalional
Geograp/lic

LAL.aw

BeveflyH~.

WOlldWarB

l.illleHouse

Heat of
the N'ight

Home lmprov.

MOVie:

Great

Movie·The

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Coach

Death Tram

48 Hours

Slrons

T11ne Trax

B..yood2000

News Scan
Amenca

Clleers

World War I

Four Star Playtiouse
R1m ClassiCs

Baseball

NBA Baske!bal:
Heat Bl Buns

Pertormances

90210

Woman He Loved

Baseball Tonight

News

News

M"A"S"H

I.ave Connection

SporlsCel1ier

MacGyver

News

Renegade

Be!.'ig Served 1
MOVll!

Thulysome' ng

Sluds

TBS-31

Hawksal
Pis:ons
Movie: The
M1gllly'"11111

Movie

WEDNES

9

DAY
APRIL 14, 1993
Tt£ DALY EAs1IRN NEws

BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATHS
RNISHED APARTMENTS
~AfLABLE FOR FALL FREE
UNDRY FACILITY, STOVE,
IGERATOR, DISHWASH·
:eR, ALL INCLUDED NEAR
!CAMPUS, 1017 WOODLAWN.
PHC>NE 348-7746

-~~-=-----:---~---'7--'5/3

11-94

school year: 2 bedroom
lllwnhouses. Furnished. 9 or 12
th lease. 1610 and 1640
lversity Drive, by Walmart.
1·235-0424

_MWF 5n
Summer only 3-5 Bedroom
Houses 314 Polk, 1806 11th.
I00-600 Summer. Call 3488032. Close to campus.
...--------::-4116
4 or 5 person Housel Couple
blocks from campus, 93-94
IChool year. Call B&K Rental,
145-6621. Leave message, If no
1111wer 348-8349.

• . ,.......- - - : - - - c - - ·

.,......_________517

FOR RENT: NICE TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. LAUNDRY, GARAGE AVAILABLE
AUGUST. NO PETS 345-7286
(M-F) 8-5; (SAT) 9-12.
_ _4/30
2 BR apts, furnished, central
A/C, 2 blocks from campus
MS-9636 after 5:30 p.m.
--------~4128
Now leasing: furnished-nice 2, 3
& 4 bedrooms for fall semester
outdoor rec. areas, on-site laundry, lots of parking. Water &
waste furnished Call 267-3160
or446-2507
4/16
FOR RENT FURNISH ED
INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER
~BE DROOM HOUSE 2ND
STREET. 1/2 BLOCK N ORTH
LANTZ GYM. $175 PER PERSON PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES. CALL 708-208-0218
LEAVE MESSAGE.
--------~4115
New 3 BR Apartment 2 blocks
from campus 93-94 school year.
10 mo. lease, $205 each call
8&K rentals at 345-6621 (leave
lllM88ge if no answer) or 348-

8849.
517
4 bedroom house close to EIU
Available summer/fall. $600 per

mo. Parking. Call 345-4030.

--------~4115
Summer only 2 bedroom
Apartments 2 People $125 a
month each Phone 348-7746.

_ _ _ _ _ ._____517

1 bedroom furnished house 1O
month or 1 year lease available
June 1st deposit 345·4010.

---------.,-.....,..-517

Four bedroom apt $650 per
month plus low utilities. Five
blocks from campus. Washer
and dryer. Parking 234-4831
- - - - - _ _ _ _4/16

3 bedroom furnished apartment.
One half block from campus,
above Panther Lounge. Water
and garbage included in rent.
$210 dollars each for two. Call
345-4508 or 348-0288.
4115
2_B_E__D__R_O_O_M_T_O_W_N_H_O_USE

Loaded, 486 DX-50 with CDRom,
software,
and
FAX/Modem. $535 plus qualified sales. Call Matt 359-3520.
------""'=----::-C-=-:--,,..,..---4116
PLAIN GREEK PADDLES, standard size, $4.00. 581-2987
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

KIM DOWNEY: You're engaged,
you're getting married, Aaaahl
We couldn't be happier and
excited for you and Scott!! We
love you and congratulations!
Love Jeannie, Lara, and
Colleen
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4114

AND 3 BEDROOM APT. IN
NEW BLOG. CENTRAL AIR,
DISHWASHERS, CEILING
FANS, CARPETED & FURN
ALL NEW. LOW UTILITIES,
OFF STREET PARKING. 1/2
BLK. FROM CAMPUS. 3455048
P.M.
_ _3-5
__
_ _ _ _ _4115

Goll clubs. Complete set and
bag.$100.348-1614
4/21
Six month old rottweiller dog for
sale. For more Info. 348-8363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

DANA BLASEY: You did a great
job on formal congratulations
and thanks! Your ESA sisters
_ _4/14
_S_H_A_N_N-::0-N-..,..G-=R--=E EN: Yea I
Finally 211 I'm so excited for
you. Have a GREAT time
tonight.
_ _ _Love,
_ _Amy
_ _ _ _4114

Newly remodeled house for 4 or
5 girls. New carpet and furniture. 2 Baths. Off street parking,
low utilities. NONE FINER. 1/2
blk. from campus 345-5048 3-5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4115
Now leasing nice 3 bedroom
furnish apartments for 93-94
school
year.
Call_
345-3664.
___
__
_ _ _4123
Large 3 bedroom apartment
available 8/15/93. Good condition, quiet residential building at
300 Harrison. $165/month per
person. Call David McGrady at
348-8258.
___4/15
2 bedroom; very nice furnished
apartment. 1 half block from
campus,
above
Panther
Lounge. Water and garbage
Included in rent. $210 dollars
each for two. Call 345-4508 or
348-0288
_ _4115
House near EIU: 3 BOA. 2
Baths. Partly Furnished. $185.
348-1614 or 348-8096
4121

I.

I

•.
...__.....-;.;.......,.,.._...._._ __....__,_
TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: receiver, turntable,
speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet
Malibu station wagon $750.
Trade for? 345-4426

__________517

Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat·$100. Trade
for?_345-4426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _517
AKC Doberman pups, black and
rust, males and females. Shots
and wormed, $200 ea. 9233374 evenings.
4/16
F
....OR---..,..SALE--""":_1_985___,BL,..--U,..,,E,..,E=-=SCORT.=,
Many Miles. New Exhaust. $400.00

080. 345-5905

--_ _ _4124
Motobecane, 12 sp. Bike.
Excellent Cond. $200.00 OBO.
Details. Call Joe at 348-1987
-----,...,...,--,---=---:--4/15
1988 NX Honda Enduro 250,
1500 miles. Good condition.
$1200 OBO. Call Damon, 3480473
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

FOR SALE: GIRLS MOUNTAIN
BIKE-$60 OBO. CALL 3485264-ASK
FOR
MARIA.
____
__
_ _ _4115
1985 Honda Aero-80 scooter
Excellent condition. $600. Call
345-2864
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/19
Schwinn Frontier Ten Speed
Mountain Bike, like new.
$240.00. 348-0439 •
4114

LOST DOG: GOLDEN LAB, 1
YEAR OLD MALE. HAS ON
BLUE COLLAR. IF FOUND
CONTACT KEVIN. 345-7964
4116

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE:
Summer and Fall internships at
local
American
Family
Insurance agency. Call now for
Interview. Ask for Rich. 3459181
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
DELTA ZETA INFORMATIONAL
PARTY APRIL 13TH, 6:30 •••
DELTA ZETA INFORMATIONAL
PARTY, APRIL 13TH, 6:30 ..
_ _ _4/14
Yeah Man, You Want the Island
tan? You want the hottest in
swimwear? Come to Jamaican
Tan. 12 Sessions $32. 410 7th
St. 348-0018.
4115
GREAT GRADUATION GIFT •
HAVE PICTURES OF YOUR
FRIENDS, BOYFRIEND, OR
GIRLFRIENDS TRANSFERRED
TO VIDEO TAPE ALONG WITH
YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC •
CHEAP ONE HOUR SERVICE •
CALL MARK AT 581-8140 FOR
SAMPLES AND PRICE.
_ _ _4/14
WHY DID THE CHICKEN
CROSS THE ROAD? TO GET
TO JOEY'S. BUT HE NEED
NOT! WE DELIVER. PHONE
345·2466
_ _ _ _ _,_ _ _4/24
DINA MERILATI: You are doing
a great job with Greek Singll
We love you! Love, your sisters
4/14
-K-R-IS_T_A_B-._C_O_N_G_R_A-=T"7S ON
GETTING LAVALIERED TO
DAMON! I LOVE YA! CARI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

Calvin and Hobbes

CHAD
NELSON:
Happy
Birthday from the chicks at
1528
---=-,,..--,...-- ___4114
SKYDIVING: Anyone interested
In skydiving on April 17 please
contact me at 6531. The cost is
$100.00 and all further jumps
will be$20.00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
Congratulations to DEB PLATZ
of TRI-SIGMA on getting lavaliered to CHRIS FREDERICK of
DELTA SIGMA PHI at VALPO .
Your sisters are VERY HAPPY
for you!
_ _4114
On April 21st: Vote for persistence,
dedication,
and
INTEGRITY: Amy Levine for
Student
_ _ _Senator
_ _ _ _ _ _4121
Good Luck to the Pl KAPPA
ALPHA ADVENTURE TEAM on
their leap of faith this Saturday.
By the way, is your insurance
paid up. Break a Leg, SEARGE
------------_,....-4/14
T J Thompson; Thank you for
your patience! We appreciate
everything. The Women of Delta
Zeta
______________4/14
ATTEND STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS FORUMI IT WILL
BE HELD IN THE SOUTH
QUAD THIS THURS. FROM 6
PM-8 PM. (RAIN DATE:
THURS. 5:30-7:30 IN COLE·
MAN AUDITORIUM.) WE WANT
YOU TO VOICE YOUR CON·
CE
_ ANS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4115
Delta Zetas: Get excited for
Sunday! I'm proud of all of you!
thanks for sticking with me.
Chrissy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
KIM DOWNEY: Congratulations
on becoming engaged to
SCOTT HAMILTON! WE ARE
SO HAPPY FOR YOU! LOVE,
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS!
4/14
AT_T_E_N_D_S_T_U_D-EN_T_S_E-NATE
ELECTIONS FORUM! IT WILL
BE HELD IN THE SOUTH
QUAD THIS THURS. FROM 6
PM-8 PM
(RAIN DATE:
THURS. 5:30-7:30 IN COLEMAN AUDITORIUM.) TAKE AN
INTEREST IN WHO REPRE·
SENTS YOUI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15

by Bill Watterson
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To the OMEGA pledge class of
DELTA TAU DELTA: Thank you
for the WONDERFUL serenade
and for giving me yet another
reason to love DELTS even
morel Love, Alicia
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

JENI SCHMITZ: Congratula-tions
on getting the job at Disney! You
deserve it. I'll miss you., but I
promise I'll come visit. Tell Pluto
'Hi'I Love, Peggy
4/14

PRE-LAW CLUB is planning a
field trip to U of I Law School on
Tues, Apr. 20th . Have your
questions answered and sit in
on a class. Call Andy for info.
581-2586.
----------=--4/19
To the ladies of Alpha Phi •.•
can't wait for tonight, It's going
to be a gooood timel See ya
there, Delts
4/14
Happy Birthday Chris Stanleyll
Get ready to party tonight! Luv
your roommates.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
Happy B·Day STANLEY! It feels
like a flavored tea moment. Luv
ya, Chelse and SHASHI
- - - - - _ _ _ _4/14
Congratulations to George
Zuponeck of Kappa Delta Rho
on your engagement to Kris
Voorhees. Your KOR brothers
are happy for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _41.14

GRATU LATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT! I KNOW YOU
BOTH WILL ENJOY A LIFETIME OF HAPPINESS AND
WONDERFUL MEMORIESI
LOVE, ROBIN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/14

MIKE MAY: The function won't
be the same without that green
blazer. Hope to see you there!
A·Phi Love, Kim
_ _ _4/14
Pre-Law Club Picnic: Fox
Ridge: Sun., Apr. 18, 2:00. Call
Andy for ticket Info. (581-2586)
Only $2 for food, drinks and funl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

c---AT=H,_-,Y---,A~N~o=--E=R~IC~:~CON-

STEPHANIE PERRI of ASA:
Happy late birthday! Hope you
had a good weekend and I'll see
ya
Sean
_tomorrow!
____
_ _ _ _4114
Congratulations to CATHY
HARLEY of Phi Sigma Sigma In
getting engaged to ERIC
HURELBRINK of Lambda Chi.
We're really happy for you!
Love, your sisters!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
Student Publications is now
offering a resume service to the
faculty, staff and students of
Eastern. For more info. call 5812812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00
THE MEN OF SIGMA NU
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATU·
LATE MARTY VAGENA FOR
BEING NAMED BROTHER OF
THE WEEK!!
- - - - - _ _ _ _4/14
Krista Bedlnger: Congrats on
getting lavallered! It's too bad
'he' is such a dork. Your Dad,
Eric
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your "FoR SALE"
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 Is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must be plieed .

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
ldJU.,~

Name=-------~----------Address: ________ Phone: _______

81!5T616"

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

~CR

Message:

IS/NAl!a/f

~HX#iS...

(one word per line)

I~
Under ClasslficatlOn ol: _ _ _ _ Penion accepllng ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only)

Compoehor _ _ __

No. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _ _pmount due:$ _ _ _ __

The Dally Eastern News

Wednesday, April 14, 1993

lO

Cardinals upend Dodgers Blackhawks clinch
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The I think on the back burner everyfans at Dodger Stadium must body's thinking about the verhave felt like it was 1992 all over d ict," Dodgers center fielder
again on Tuesday for the home Brett Butler said less than an hour
opener.
before the game started. " I know I
On the field, Los Angeles lost am. I think it will be different
9- 7 to St. Louis as Lee Smith than it was before." King attendbecame the major league's all- ed the game as a guest of Dodgers
outfielders Eric Davis and Darryl
time save leader.
Gerald Perry, who arrived at Strawberry.
"I've been talking to Rodney
the park less than an hour before
the first pitch because he thought for a few months now," Davis
it was a night game, bit a two-out, said, explaining that he was introthree-run pinch homer in the sev- duced to King by forme r Los
enth inning to put the Cardinals Angeles Rams player Ron Jessie.
"I met with Rodney during the
ahead 8-7.
Also, there was the threat of off-season and he's an avid basecivil unrest as the jury in the ball fan.
"I invited him over to my
Rodney King civil rights trial
continued deliberations before house, he accepted, and we've
retiring for the day without reach- become friends. He asked me if
be could come to the game and I
ing a verdict.
Nearly a year ago, four games said, 'Sure.' He's a Dodger fan,
were postponed because of riot- just like everybody else." Smith
ing in the downtown area follow- got the last three outs for his
ing the acquitta l of four Los 358th career save, surpassing Jeff
Angeles police officers charged in Reardon of Cincinnati for now. It
was Smith's third save this seathe videotaped beating of King.
"It's nice to be back home, but son.

"The first save, the 300th save.
and today were all against the
Dodgers," Smith said. "That's
pretty weird, they usually hit me
pretty good.
"I was a linle nervous when I
went out there, I was overthrowing a little bit. I came out ahead
today, that's a good feeling.
Thank God it's over.
" I 'm not in the game to set
records, I want to pitch in the
World Series. hopefully this
year." Smith, 35, is coming off
his two best seasons - 47 saves in
1991 and 43 last year.
With the Dodgers leading 7-5.
Perry's fourth career pinch homer
off loser Pedro Martinez (0-1) followed a single by Todd Zeile and
a walk to Bernard Gilkey, spoiling a Los Angeles comeback.
Strawberry lunged into the
right-field seats in pursuit of
Perry's homer, but said a fan took
it away from him.
"I guess he felt kind of stupid
because everybody was getting on
him." Strawberry said.

Rain
•From page 12

The rescheduling congests an already busy late season schedule for both teams, though, and leaves the
them without the competition they have been anxiously awaiting.
Instead of playing opponents, both teams decided
to play intersquad games to try and bum off some of
that anxiousness.
..We are going to go out and play an intcrsquad
game and just try to focus on what we were going to
do in the game." said Perine. "At least we get to hit
live pitching and field live balls. More importantly.
at least we get to bum off some of that competitive
energy."
Callahan added, "lf I was a player I'd be disap-

pointed to see what kind of shape this field is in and
know we weren't playing the game we were supposed to. The only consolation is knowing we get to
make the game up."
The only consolation the coaches feel is a sense
that their teams understand that it isn't all their
fault.
"The situation is completely frustrating. but still I
feel that I made the be~t decision I could at the time
with the infonnation I had," said Perine. "The team
has been supportive of me and outwardly all of
them stand behind me. They know the decision has
to be made early and they know how frustrated I am
about it. They are extremely frustrated too, but a... a
coach, it's nice to know your team's behind you. It's
nice 10 have that support."

home-ice advantage
BLOOMINGTON, Minn
(AP) - Ed Belfour made 33
saves Tuesday night as the
Chicago Black.hawks clinched
home-ice advantage throughout
the Campbell Conference playoffs with a 3-2 victory over the
North Stars, who might have
played their final game in
Minnesota.
The North Stars, who are
moving to Dallas after the season, remained one point behind
St Louis and can make the playoffs only by winning at Detroit
in Thursday's regular-season
finale while the Blues either lose
to or tie lowly Tampa Bay at St.
Louis.
It was fitting that 26 years of
NIIl.. hockey in Minnesota might
have ended with a loss to archriv al Ch icago - and longtime
nemesis Belfour. The Blackhawks have beaten the North
Stars six straight times. with
Belfour allowing only six goals.
Belfour improved his record
to 40-18-11 and joined Hall of
Famers Terry Sawchuk, Bernie
Parent. Jacques Plante and Ken
Dryden as the only goalies ever
to record consecutive 40-win
seasons.
He was closing in on his
eighth shutout but Mike McPllee
made it 3-1 with 5:46 10 play.
Then. with 22.4 seconds left,
Russ Courtnall scored. But
Belfour stopped McPhee from
point·blank range just before the
final horn and time ran out on
the ~orth Stars - just as time

might have run out on
Minnesota's association with the
Nffi,.

Stephane Matteau, Greg
Gilbert and Brent Sutter scored
for Chicago, wh ich has 104
points. Detroit, the only conference and Norris Division team
within striking distance before
the game, has l 01. Both teams
have one regular-season game
left.
The Blackbawks. who set a
club record with their 22nd road
win of the season, will host
either St. Louis or Minnesota
when the Norris playoffs begin
on Monday.
The overflow crowd of 15,445
gave the North Stars a long
standing ovation before the
game, cheered throughout the
national anthem and regularly
chanted vulgarities that included
team owner Norm Green's name.
But after Chicago took control
of the game in the second period.
the fans began cheering more
selectively: when St. Louis' 2-1
loss to Toronto was announced,
when McPhee and Courtnall
scored. and as the final minutes
ticked off the clock.
Minnesota's Jon Casey matched Belfour save-for-save until
4: 16 of the second period, when
Brian Noonan shook off Brad
Berry's check and fed Matteau
alone in front. Chicago made it
2-0 at 14:54 off the second, with
Gilbert converting Christian
Ruuttu 's drop pass at the end of a
2-on- l break.
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Telephone: 581-2821

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby
ENTRY DEADLINES

CANOE RENTALS

•Home Run Derby (M,W,CR).
,_................
_ ..................••- .................--·· .._.Tuesday, Apnl 20
Track Meel (M,W) _.............................. ........................... •..............................................Wednesday, Apnl 21
4 on 4 Volleyball (CR) ..............................................................................................................Friday, April 23
·Enter on the spot

Canoes may be rented between the first day of school alter Spring Break and the last day of school
before Thanksgiving break on a daily basis. The cost of rental will be $5.00 per day with a $40.00 deposit
required. Individuals must show a validated student l.D. or Faculty/Staff Membership Recreation card,
along with a driver's license. Canoes can be checked out on a dally basis but they must be returned

HOME RUN DERBY

closed on weekends, canoes checked out on Thursday or Friday can only be returned Monday morning by
9 a.m. A canoe rented on a daily basis on Fnday. musl be returned between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Friday
otherwise a two day late tee will be assessed when retuned on Monday. Check out hours are between 8
a.m. and 8 p.m. Individuals who rent canoes prior to noon on Thursday or Friday must pay $5.00 if returned
alter noon. Each subsequent day cost $10.00 in late lees. lndi111duals shOuld bring help when renting a
canoe because Individuals are responsible lor the loading and unloading of canoes. Make checks payable
to Eastern Illinois University. Further details avallable at the Rec Sports Office in the SBC, Lobby, or call
581·2821.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ betw~n~30~m.Md~30p.m.~~d~mby9a.m.~e~~w~gmm~ng.ll~e~~pmentroomis

-Men's and Women's Singles. Doubles. Teams. and Mixed Doubles
-Teams oonsist ol 5 p1ay&n1.
-Batter gets 10 swings with 11 pitches. The score ot each baR h1I will be delenn1ned by where 1t first stokes the
ground
-Enter •on the spot" Tuesday. April 20, at Lantz Field 15, just south of the Women's Varsity Sohball Field, from
2·6 p.m. Individuals must register by 5:30 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS!

TRACK MEET

GUEST POLICY

-Men's and Women·s lndiVidual and team competition
"' Former Intercollegiate Athletes are not eligible.
-The maximum number of lndMduals on a team is 15. Teams may enter 2 people per event and 1 toam per relay.
-Field events beg1oojog a16·00 om,: High Jump, ShOt Put. Long Jump, and Soltball Throw.
·-Running events beginning at 1 :00 p.m.: 5000 Meter run. 400 Meter Dash. 1600 meter Run. 100 Meter Dash,
400 Meter Relay, 800 Meter Relay. 200 meter Dash. 3000 meter Run, and 1600 Meter Relay
-Entnes taken beginning TODAYI Entry deadline is Wednesday, April 21.
-Play begins Thursday. Apr11 22 on the outdoor running lrack (O'Brien Stadium). However, in lhe event of bad
weather. competition will take place in the Lantz Field House.

Guest passes can be purchased ror $4.00 at the Recreational Sports Office in the lobby of the Student
Recreation Center tor those using the SBC. Each university sludenl. lacully, and staff (wno have purchased a
Rec Membership Card) may bnng one guest per day, however, member may bring more than one guesl as
long as all are 1mmed1ate family Guests must be accompanied by their sponsor at all 11mes while using tha
recreation facilities.
'"MUST HAVE EXACT CHANGE ON THE WEEKENDS!

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS!!
Tennis Doubles
~Tim

Krus & Paul Cook
WOMEN'S CHAMPION· Kimberfy Cochonour & Michelle Owen
CQ.REC CHAMPIONS· Susie Green & Andy Ramage

WATER ACTIVITIES! !
Waler, lhere is no better environment for exercising! With wann weather on lhe way. the Division of
Recreational Sports urges all sludents lo gel into the water and slart enjoying the many benef11s of our vanous
water activilies.
LAP swlM ll's not only an all body workout but you can avoid the crowds while enjoying a leisurely swim in an
aquatic enwonmenL Lap Swtm is offered at the following times and place:
Lantz Pool· Monday-Friday from J.10 p .m.; and Saturday and Sunday from 2·5 p.m.

NEW!! 4 ON 4 VOLLEYBALL NEW!!
2 NIGHT EVENT ONLY!!
-Co-Rec Competition
-Co-Rec teams consist of 2 men and 2 women with a roster lim11 of 3 men and 3 women. Individuals are limit·
ed 10 only one team.
-A game shan be played to 11 poinlS wrth a cap of 13 points. must W!n by 2 points.
-A single etiminabon toumamen1 will be held on Monday with the finals held on Tuesday
-Entries accepled beginning Friday, April 16. Entry deadline is Fnday, Apnl 23.
-Play begins Monday, April 26 al 6:30 p.m. on lhe SBC Basketball Courts . ..Teams m.u&1 check In belween
6:00 and 6:30 p.m.

Buzzard Pool· Monday-Friday from 12·1 and 4-5 p.m.
AQUA AEROBICS· From the nalural buoyancy of the water, you joints wdl move more freely without the needless pounding or jarring during exercise. The water also provides the resistance needed lo optimally work your
muscles. Eas1em's Division of RecreatiOnal Sport& is providing a program to help you attaln the benefits of
exercise enjoyable IN\th less stress applied to your body. Aqua Aerobics is offered on the follow\ng days and
times:

Monday·Fciday..............................................................................5:00 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday ......................................................................6:00 p.m.
'"All one hour sessions are held In Buzzard Pool unless otherwise posted.

SOEJBALL CANCELLATIONS
This is a reminder that no deciSIOl'I on the cancellabon of softball games due to bad weather 1s made until 3
p.m. on the day of the game. Please do not call the Rec Sports Office until after 3 p.m. concerning the cancellation of Iha game. We ask that only team managers call in!
Partoc1pan1s in lnlramural sohball are fort>idden to par1< or drive their vehicles or mopeds in the lnlramural
fields by order or the University Police Department. Partielpaots may park on lhe gravel road

ATTENTION!
Intramural learn entnes wlll be accepted by the Recreational Sports Office after 2 om on Monday-Friday
only!
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SPORTS SHORTS
Fernandez hurls three hitter
CHICAGO (AP) - Alex Fernandez pilched a
dlree-hitcer Tuesday night, leading the Chicago
White Sox to a 4-0 victory over the Minnesota

Twins.
Fernandez (2-0) defeated Pat Mahomes (0-2) for
a second time this season. He also was the winner in
a 9-4 decision over Mahomes last Thursday in the
Metrodome.
Fernandez gave up three singles. struck oul seven
llKI walked three. It was his third career shutout, his
previous one coming last Sepl. 4 against Kansas

City.
The While Sox led 1-0 when their defense cul

down a potential run at the plale. Mike Pagliarulo
singled, advanced to third on a pair of infield outs
and J.T. Bruett walked. On an attempted double
steal, Pagliarulo was lhrown out on second baseman
Joey Cora's return throw co catcher Ron Karkovicc.
Chicago scored a run in the first on a walk to
Cora. a single by Lance Johnson and a sacrifice fly
by Frank Thomas.
Robin Ventura and Ellis Burks hit two-out doubles in the sixth for a 2-0 lead. The White Sox
chased Mahomes with two runs in lhe seventh a
double by Karkovice. a triple by Cora and a double
by Johnson off Larry Casian.

Cubs fall to Glavine, Braves
ATLANTA (AP) - Tom Glavine survived a
shaky first inning for his second victory and
David Justice hit a home run as the Atlanta
Bnves beat the Chicago Cubs 3-2 Tuesday night.
The Braves, who entered the game with a .188
team baning average, had nine hits for their second-highest total this season.
Atlanta has won six of its first nine games.
Glavine (2-0) gave up two runs and three hits
in the first inning before settling down. He gave
allowed six hits in eight innings and Mike Stanton
finished for his fourth save.
Eight of the Braves' hits came off starter Frank
Castillo (0-1 ). who pitched six innings. Justice hit
a 413-foot homer over the center-field fence in

the second inning.
The Braves tied the score in the inning when
center fielder Willie Wilson misplayed slow-footed Sid Bream's liner into a triple. Bream came
home one out later on Mark Lemke's RBI
grounder.
Lemke drove in Atlanta's go-ahead run in the
fourth with a sacrifice fly after Bream doubled
with one out and moved to third on a single by
Greg Olson.
The Cubs took a 2-0 lead in the first inning on
Candy Maldonado's RBI grounder and Sammy
Sosa's run-scoring single.
Mark Grace. who had three hits for the Cubs,
bas 11 hits in his last 18 at-bats.

Smith becomes save leader
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Lee Smith is baseball's
all-time saves leader. for now.
Smith broke a tie with Jeff Reardon with his
358th save Tuesday, pitching one scoreless inning
that preserved St. Louis' 9-7 victory over the Los
Angeles Dodgen..
"I'm 35. I don't know how many pitches I've got
left," Smith said. "I came out ahead today, that's a
good feeling.
"I'm not in the game to set records, I want to
pitch in the World Series, hopefully this year." he

said
Smith bad a chance to break the tie with Reardon
on Saturday night, but allowed the tying run in the
ninth inning of what turned out to be a 2-1, I 0iming victory by the Cardinals over the Cincinnati

Reds.
Reardon is a reliever with the Reds, although he's
a setup role and may not get many save opportu-

m

nities.

r------------,
0

The race between Smith and Reardon is some-

Look For The
Coupon Bonanza
Savings!!

what similar to what Nolan Ryan and Steve Carlton
went through in the early 1980s for the career strikeout lead. Ryan and Carlton took turns passing each
other for a month or so before Ryan pulled away for
good.
Once Gerald Perry hit a three-run pinch-homer in
the seventh inning to give the Cardinals an 8-7 lead,
it seemed likely Smith would get his second chance
at his third save of the season.
Mike Perez blanked the Dodgers in the seventh
and eighth innings and Tom Pagno1.zi hit a two-out
solo homer in the top of the ninth to give Smith and
the Cardinals a two-run lead.
Smith retired Jody Reed on a fly to left field
before Eric Davis reached base on an error by third
baseman Todd Zeile. Darryl Strawberry then flied to
left, but Eric Karros drew a walk.
Davis and pinch runner Tom Goodwin pulled off
a double steal on Smith's first pitch to Tim Wallach,
putting the tying run in scoring position. But Smith
retired Wallach on a fly to right to end the game.
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$2 WINE COOLERS

:

KEYSTONE CANS
$1.50 BOTTLES

I "STU'S is STU'S, but IKE'S is I
I IKE'S, Enough said!" /KE I
L Rockin' and Rollin' with~ LEUY .J

-----------SEARCH NO MORE

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
st James nace
• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwasher
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) s . 12th St.}
• 1& 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
•Laundry & ParkJng

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For Appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30·5:30 p.m. - M • F

CHARLESTON TOWNSHIP
DEMOCRATS PLEDGED TO
SERVE YOU BETTER
FOR SUPERVISOR:

~ TOMMORGAN
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK:

~

WILLIAM (BILL) L. HALL

FOR ROAD COMMISSIONER:

Z108 Big Birthday .~~sh
Lelnenkugel
Bock Drafts
50( All Day
Ciator-On-A-Stlck

$1.50
Rinds

$1.75
3-6 p .m.

Sponsored by ~
ZlOB & Stil'SDraft

~

FOR ASSESSORCHARLESTON-SEVEN HICKORY:

lZ)

CD's, Cassettes, Direct Air Flights, etc.
Collector's Cups! Great Specials!

NO COVER
Listen to Z108 for Details
"Stu's is the best bar in the
whole world. I would rather
be there than Ike's." MAX

JAMES (JIM} M. SPENCE

FOR TOWNSHIP TRUSTEE:
(Vote For Four)

Thursday Nii!ht

Give-Aways Every 5 Minutes!

TARRY L. JAMES

IZ)

RAYMOND CATRON

IZI

BIRDINA GREGG

~ HOLLY EASTER
~ JIM BENEDICT
VOTE TUESDAY APRIL 20, 1993
Paid for by Charleston Township Democrats

Panthers fall
to rain again
By JEFF GLADE
Associate sports editor

On the run again
Freshman running back Xavier McNary (28) breaks into the open field behind the block of sophomore
tackle Doug Wolfe (68) during the Panthers spring practice Tuesday afternoon at the football practice
fields behind O'Brien Stadium.

Deep thoughts in
a sport fans mind
Great minds lhink alike.
I don't have a great min<L but here is what's on
it:
• I read something about gender equity the
other day that was interesting. CBS college basketball analyst Billy Packer said that his proposal
for gender equity would be to have one team for
each sport
"If you're a college president why not just say,
'(For) all of our students on campus, we only have
one team in all sports and everybody (men and Don
women) is eligible for the team," Packer said in an O'Brien
interview with Basketball Weekly. "If men and - - - - - - women want to go out for a team, go ahead you'd have one hockey team, one football, one basketball. That's true gender equity."
If Packer's plan were put into place, the Eastern basketball team could
have sophomores Derrick Landrus and Nicky Polka in the Panthers' backcourt.
• Michigan basketball player Chris Webber should rum pro. lf he returns
for his junior season, Michigan could win the Big Ten title and make a
third trip to the Final Four in as many y~.
But there are two big reasons Webber should forfeit his final two years
of college eligibility and declare himself eligible for the draft. He would
become an instant millionaire and NBA teams are allowed to call more
time outs.
• I like to get fan mail. It brightens my day and Jets me know that people
are reading. Most of the letters rip me apart and many of the folks who pen
those fine pieces do not leave their name though.
I don't mind it when people rip me, they have a right to their opinion
just Like l have a right to my own. My latest mail came from someone calling himself the masked bandito. I would have loved to run hjs letter, but
Senor Bandito's vocabulary was limited to words that had four letters.
Banclito was mad that I said that the St. Louis Cardinals wouldn't win
the National League East. He told me that, if I were a true fan of the Cards,
I should st.and behind my team and quit crying.
Banclito, who said that he was proud to be a Cub fan, told me that the
Cardinals, who were 83-79 last season, should worry about winning over
half of their games before they start thinking about the playoffs.
Senor Bandito, the Cubs have only had three winning seasons since
World War 11, so maybe Cub fans should wony about having a winning
season before they wony about the playoffs.
Outside of being poorly written and loaded with misspellings, Bandito's
letter was entertaining to say the least. So if you would like to write me
about something I have written, or about something that is on your mind,
send a letter through campus mail to me in care of The Daily Eastern

News.
If I there is enough interest I'll publish the letters in this column, so the
readers can have their voice on the sports page. I'll be happy to answer any
and all questions.

Don O'Brien is a staff writer for 1be Daily Eastern News.

Rain rain go away, come again
another day. Unfortunately for the
Eastern softball and base ball
teams, the children's chant has not
been coming true.
Tuesday's rainouts, despite
sunny afternoon weather, were the
result of coaches having to make
choices on the day's weather at
7:30 in the morning. At that time
it was raining and forecasts called
for the showers to continue
throughout the day.
"I called the National Weather
Service in St. Louis this momjng,
and they tol d me 'get out your
umbrella, it's going to rain all
day,'" said softball coach Beth
Perine. " It's not like I was going
by the TV or something, l called
the guys wino are supposed to
bave it all figured out. It's been

very frustrating."
Frustration is getting to be
norm for the Panthers, with
ball missing four-of-six sc
home doubleheaders to rain.
baseball has missed a total
seven games. In fact, b
rainout Tuesday was supposed
be a make-up of a rainout
"This is what 's fru stra •
about Midwestern baseball,"
basebal I coach Dao Callah
"With the weather, sometimes
get stuck going four or five
without a game and the tcaJll
stuck practicing inside. At
we get to come outside on a
like this."
The games have a ll
reschedu led, with the base
team to take on Northeastern
May 2 and the softball team
play Mid-Continent Con~
foe Western Illinois on May 5.

olf team struggles in
By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports editor
Eastern golf coach Paul Lueken knew going
into Monday's Wright State O~sic that it would
take a great team performance to finish near the
head of the pack.
The Panthers did not tum in that perfonnance
and finished 13th in the 14-team tournament in
Ohio. Wright State won the competition and
Toledo finished second
" I knew going in that even if we played an
excellent tournament we would still finish in the
middle of the pack," Lueken said. "The competition was very good."
Sophomore Brad Schwartzwalder and sen ior
Bill Frain were the Panthers' top finishers in the
36-hole competition. Schwartzwalder shot a 78
and 76 on the afternoon while Frain fired a 72 and

82.
It was the second straight competition
Schwanzwalder led the team.
"Brad's playing pretty well for us," Lueken
said. "Right now he's the most consistent golfer
on the team."

Craig Cassata. Tom Morrison, Jeff Schuette
Jamie Reid were the other finishers for r.ai1ta11Jo
'Tm just a little disappointed by some of
guys who were playing well not playing well
week," Lucken said.
The tournament brought in teams such as
Continent Conference opponents Cleveland
and Youngstown State as well as other
including Bowling Green, Ohio, Dayton.
Michigan. Cincinnati, Xavier. Eastern K
Detroit-Mercy and Lincoln.
Lueken said the tournament helped the
and compete against tough competition as
seeing some conference competition.
"We were right with Cleveland State at die
of 18 holes," Lucken said. "I'd say we're on
same level they are."
The Panthers will see these conference
nents again May 16-18 at the M id-Co •
Conference Championship in Youngstown.
Eastern will next compete in the Br
Invitational on Friday and Saturday. Lucken
once again there will be some very good
tion but added there will be more schools
same level as the Panthers.

Basebal I Panthers travel t
do battle with the Braves
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer
The Missouri Valley Conference is perenn ially one of the
top baseball conferences in the
country.
Eastern 's baseball team hasn't
had any problem with Missouri
Valley teams this year though.
The Panthers, members of the
Mid-Continent Conference, are
5-2 against MoValley teams this
season.
The Panthers, who swept
Southern Illinois at Monier
Field last week, travel to
Bradley Wednesday for a l p.m.
doubleheader against the
Braves. Eastern defeated
Bradley, which is 20-6. twice at
Murray, Ky., in the opening
weekend of the season.

"We must have gotten them at
the right time," Callahan said.
"They got hot after that and
even won a tournament down in
Texas on their spring break."
Eastern. which had a home
doubleheader Tuesday against
Northeastern Illinois that was
cancelled due to wet grounds,
won't be at full strength when it
plays the Braves.
Five pitchers and starting
third baseman Rick Royer will
miss the trip to Peoria Wednesday, many because of class conflicts.
··we are going to take a Yugo
(Wednesday)," Callahan said.
"That is just part of college
baseball though. When I was at
Southern. 1here would be times
that our best players would miss
games because of classes. It is

just something you have to
with and really isn't that
deal."
Callahan said that the
pitchers making the trip
split up time on the m
Wednesday. F reshman S
Dunlop will start in pla
Royer at third.
The Panthers, who arc I
overall, are coming off a
end where they dropped
three games to Wright S
open their Mid-Con season.
Bradley lost three g
nationaJly ranked Wichita
over the weekend and is
the MoValley.
The Panthers return to
on Saturday when they
Western Illinois for a confi
doubleheader
Leathernecks.

